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Purpose: Sustained attention is one of the most important cognitive abilities for the management of
everyday life, but it is often studied only at the behavioral level, while functional correlates are
scarcely investigated. In this article, the authors address the topic of characterizing the dynamics of
cerebral metabolism in the prefrontal cortex during a task of prolonged attention.
Method: By means of multichannel time-resolved functional near-infrared spectroscopy and gen-
eralized linear model based data processing, the authors measured the hemodynamic response of the
prefrontal cortex from 19 healthy subjects to a shortened version of a sustained attention task
�Conners’ Continuous Performance Test�, lasting for 10 min.
Results: The task elicited significant brain activation, which did not remain constant for the entire
task, but showed a drop not correlated with performance decay 4 min after the beginning of the
task. Furthermore, oxygenated hemoglobin showed an increasing trend also during the first phase of
the recovery, just after the end of the task.
Conclusion: The results indicate a nontrivial dynamics of neural activation, habituation processes,
and hemodynamic/metabolic coupling. These results encourage further studies about continuous
stimulation of cognitive functions on both healthy and pathological subjects. © 2009 American
Association of Physicists in Medicine.
�DOI: 10.1118/1.3190557�
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important goals of modern neuroimaging
research is to understand the relationships between cortical

task-induced activation and cerebral hemodynamic changes.
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A great number of experimental protocols have been ana-
lyzed with functional techniques like functional magnetic
resonance imaging �fMRI�, positron emission tomography
�PET�, and functional near infrared spectroscopy �fNIRS� in

order to find links between the two phenomena. The fNIRS
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technique allows monitoring temporal and spatial changes in
oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin concentrations
�O2Hb and HHb, respectively�. Continuous wave �CW�
fNIRS, however, is potentially biased by the hemodynamics
in extracortical tissues �e.g., the variations in cutaneous
blood flow�.1,2 Time-resolved fNIRS overcomes these limita-
tion and confounding effects, as it enables tissue depth dis-
crimination based on time of flight of the scattered
photons.3,4

Functional neuroimaging techniques provided us with the
evidence of an early �2–3 s� increase in HHb and a simul-
taneous decrease in O2Hb in the hemodynamic response due
to metabolic consumption, following cerebral activation dur-
ing visual and motor tasks.5–7 Thereafter, the metabolic re-
quest is supplied by the organism with an increased contri-
bution of blood flow and O2Hb, exceeding the demand.8

Functional neuroimaging thus exploits these complex rela-
tionships both by assessing changes in cerebral blood flow
�CBF� and cerebral blood volume �CBV� and by capturing
oxygenation-related signals. At the moment, fNIRS is the
only technique potentially able to capture both responses
given by O2Hb and HHb concentrations.

Most functional block design studies are based on short
term �less than 1 min� activation periods, usually interleaved
by rest intervals and repeated in order to improve statistic
significance;9–11 besides, the behavior of cerebral hemody-
namic response during periods of prolonged �e.g., longer
than 3 min� activation remains unclear, and little is known
about long term adaptation of CBV and O2Hb. Bandettini et
al.12 performed a visual task with fMRI recordings and ob-
served high values of blood flow and oxygenation during the
entire stimulation period �20 min�. Similar results were ob-
tained by Howseman et al.13 using different kinds of visual
stimuli and various fMRI analysis techniques. Using fNIRS
acquisitions and a visual task, Heekeren et al.14 found HHb
values returning to basal level after 2 min of stimulation,
whereas O2Hb values remained high during the whole task.
Matsuda and Hiraki15 highlighted the fluctuations of O2Hb
and HHb signal during the performance of a video game
lasting several minutes.

Great uncertainty remains also in the characterization of
the recovery period after stimulation. Some works attest a
fast return to the baseline level, while others notice under-
shoots or overshoots with different amplitudes and
latencies.12,16 Theoretical interpretations for these observa-
tions involve neurovascular uncoupling in the activated ar-
eas: Namely, an unbalance between oxygen consumption, re-
gional CBF, and regional CBV.17

Among all the cognitive faculties, which are deployed in
everyday life, vigilance is one of the most frequently dam-
aged in case of a traumatic event. It is known from literature
that states characterized by a high level of vigilance mainly
involve the activation of prefrontal and frontal regions.18,19

As neuropsychological tasks are a primary clinical investiga-
tion tool for the assessment of residual attentional skills in
many neurological disorders and in post-traumatic patients,

many of them are based on sustained/prolonged attentional
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tasks. Yet, very often these tests are solely evaluated by
means of behavioral scores, while a simultaneous functional
and hemodynamic assessment would support the clinical
analysis and the patophysiological explanation of impaired
attentional capabilities.

The purpose of this preliminary work is to address the
topic of characterizing the dynamics of cerebral metabolism
in the prefrontal cortex during a task of prolonged attention
in a healthy population. At this purpose, measurements were
performed on 19 healthy subjects, and time-resolved fNIRS
data were analyzed by a generalized linear model �GLM�
tailored to the specific protocol.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. Time-resolved fNIRS

A couple of pulsed diode lasers, operating at 690 and
820 nm, with 80 MHz repetition rate and 1 mW average
power �PDL, Picoquant GmbH, Germany�, are used as light
sources. The laser heads are connected to multimode graded
index fibers �50 /125 �m� by means of a homemade coupler
that combines a neutral density attenuator �J54-082, Edmund
OptiK GmbH, Germany� with variable attenuation in the
range of 0–80 dB and a standard FC fiber optics coupler.
Multimode graded index optical fibers �50 /125 �m� with
different lengths and a 2�2 fused fiber optic splitter �VIS-
NIR5050, OZ Optics, Canada� are used to time multiplexing
the laser pulses at the different wavelengths and to create two
independent channels. In each channel a 1�9 fiber optic
switch �F-SM19, PiezoJena GmbH, Germany� creates up to
nine independent sources or injection points; therefore, 18
sources are available.

Four parallel detection chains accomplish acquisition of
time-resolved reflectance curves. Each chain consists of a
compact 4-channel photomultiplier tube with a multialkali
surface �R5900-20-M4, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan�, a
routing electronics �HRT-41, Becker&Hickl, Germany�, a
fast amplifier �HFAC-26, Becker&Hickl, Germany� and a PC
board �SPC130, Becker&Hickl, Germany� for time-
correlated single photon counting �TCSPC�. The parallel use
of the four detection and acquisition lines enables a total of
16 independent detectors. Fiber optic bundles, 1.5 m in
length with a distal end 90° bended and NA=0.5 �LLR
3/1500-SIK-90°, Loptek GmbH, Germany�, are used for
light collection from tissue.

The system is controlled by a personal computer �Pentium
IV 3.5 GHz, 2 Gbytes RAM�, which hosts the acquisition
boards and it is used for data storage. A homemade software,
written in C language in the LabWindows/CVI environment
�National Instruments, TX�, is used to control the instrument.
The software is interfaced to a microcontroller unit
�dsPIC30F6014, Microchip Technology, Inc., AZ� which is
used for the hardware control of the instrumentation. In par-
ticular, the microcontroller unit generates trigger signals for
the synchronization of data acquisition by the TCSPC boards
and of the fiber optic switches. Typically, by means of the
microcontroller unit, the sources can be activated sequen-

tially in any desired sequence. The instrument response func-
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tion obtained by filling all the propagating modes of the
bundle has a FWHM of approximately 500 ps. A detailed
description and characterization of the system can be found
in Contini et al.20

The system is also interfaced with dedicated software
�Presentation, Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA�
for precise stimulus delivery and experimental control pro-
gram.

For each wavelength � a reference time-resolved fNIRS
curve R0�t ;�� is derived by averaging the curves correspond-
ing to the initial baseline period. Fitting of R0�t ;�� yields the
reference absorption value �a0���. Then, at each recording
time T during the experiment, changes in the absorption co-
efficient are derived21 as

��a��;T� = −
1

�t
ln�R�t;�;T�

R0�t;�� � ,

where � is the speed of light in the medium, t is the arrival
time of photons, and R�t ,� ,T� is the time-resolved fNIRS
curve at the recording time T. To enhance the contribution
from deep layers and to remove possible disturbances caused
by superficial layers, a correction method based on the use of
late time windows �t=1750–2500 ps� was also applied.22 It
is well known that depth information in time-resolved fNIRS
is encoded in the time of flight of photons:23,24 Early photons
probe the superficial layers of the head, while late photons
have a higher probability to visit deeper layers �see Fig. 1�.
Finally, the absorption coefficient is then derived as
�a�� ;T�=�a0���+��a�� ;T�. Taking the assumption that
O2Hb and HHb are the main chromophores contributing to
absorption, their concentrations are then derived by
Lambert–Beer law. Then, the total hemoglobin content
�tHb=HHb+O2Hb� and tissue oxygen saturation �SO2

FIG. 1. Typical time-resolved fNIRS curve. The inset shows a schematic of
the fNIRS measurement and of the visited regions by early �dark� and late
�light� photons.
=O2Hb / tHb� are calculated.
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II.B. Generalized linear model

The fNIRS time series were analyzed with the generalized
linear model, which is a well known statistical method suit-
able for analyzing time series data.25 The GLM is regularly
applied in fMRI data analysis.26–28 A time series �O2Hb or
HHb time course� for a given channel is modeled as a linear
combination of L regressors �known functions� plus an error
term,

Y
�T�1�

= X
�T�L�

�
�L�1�

+ �
�T�1�

, �1�

where X is called the design matrix �T�L matrix�, each
column is a regressor, and T is the number of time points. �
is the vector of the unknown parameters, one for each regres-
sor, weighing their importance in modeling the original sig-
nal. Errors � are assumed to have normal distribution with
zero mean and covariance �2V,

��
iid

NJ�0,�2V� . �2�

The origin for correlation on error terms can be found in
cardiac, respiratory, and vasomotor effects. The ordinary
least squares estimation of the parameters is

�̂ = �XTX�−1XTY . �3�

Estimation of the error covariance component is performed
in two steps; first the correlation matrix V is evaluated using
the restricted maximum likelihood procedure29 and then the
variance is calculated, for each time series, using the estima-
tion

�̂2 =
êTê

tr�RV�
, �4�

with R as the residual forming matrix. Hypotheses on pre-
dictor variables can be tested constructing the statistic

F =
��̂i/�var��̂i��2

L
. �5�

This value is a Fisher distribution FL,	, with 	
=tr�RV�2 / tr�RVRV� �Satterthwaite approximation, where 	
is the approximation and RV is the variance�. The interest of
this work was the analysis of the mean level of brain activa-
tion, deducible from levels of O2Hb and HHb, and of its time
course. Consequently, boxcar regressors marking with a unit
value subsequent time windows and null outside were cho-
sen. The duration of this epochs was empirically set to 2 min
according to the trade-off between time resolution and statis-
tical significance. An example of the applied signal modeling
is showed in Fig. 2. The GLM was applied separately for
O2Hb and for HHb data. Cerebral activation is indicated by
positive F values in the O2Hb time series and by negative F
values for HHb.

Inferential procedures at the group level �e.g., about acti-
vated channels over all subjects� can be performed using the

fixed-effect approach. The above formalism was applied to
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data from all subjects sequentially concatenated forming a
group data vector. The design matrix was accordingly modi-
fied.

For each subject and for each fNIRS channel, we calcu-
lated the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient of
the residuals of beta estimation at lag 1. The results con-
firmed that residuals were not significantly different from
zero for both oxygenation and deoxygenation series if the P
value was set at 0.05. Then, no corrections for serial corre-
lations were applied.

II.C. Subjects

Nineteen healthy volunteers, comparable for age and
school attendance participated in the experiment. All subjects
were males, right handed, with a mean age of 29 yr �SD of
5 yr, range of 22–41 yr�. All volunteers were native Italian
speakers and were not paid to participate. The neuropsycho-
logical status of each participant was assessed by means of
an unpublished adapted italian version of the “Neuropsycho-
logical History Questionnaire.”30 They all had normal vision
and had no history of psychiatric disorders. None of them
showed any neuropsychological illness, cognitive level and
attentive capability were normal, and none of them had any
first-degree relatives with a psychiatric illness. The study re-
ceived the approval of the local Ethics Committee. More-
over, written informed consent was obtained from all volun-
teers after the examination and test procedure had been
explained.

II.D. Activation task

The present study is based on the “not-X” version of the
continuous performance test �CPT�, often called the Con-
ners’ CPT.31 Different letters were randomly presented in the

FIG. 2. Regressors for the metabolic fNIRS data. The regressors constitute
the design matrix for the experiment. Each regressor models the effects of
activation over 2 min.
central portion of a computer screen. The subject was sitting
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in front of the screen. He had to click the left mouse button
as fast as he could whenever a letter appeared and not to
press any key at the appearance of the target letter X. Instruc-
tions were given to all subjects before the test. The attention
task was 10 min long. Letters were presented with inter-
stimulus interval of 1 or 2 s and remained on the screen for
250 ms �stimulus duration�. A total of 450 letters was pre-
sented, with probability of critical stimulus set at 6%. An
initial baseline lasting 2 min and a final recovery period last-
ing 8 min were also recorded for a total protocol duration of
20 min. During baseline and recovery, the subjects were pre-
sented a meaningless image �differently oriented geometrical
lines� to which no response was required.

Scientific literature provides several nomenclatures for
events and responses.32,33 In this paper, letter X was regarded
as the target or No-Go event and also as the infrequent
stimulus. On the contrary, any letter other than X was re-
garded as the nontarget, alias Go event or frequent stimulus.
Any correct reaction to the target stimulus X was a correct
rejection; any incorrect answer to the target was a commis-
sion error, alias false alarm. Any correct reaction to the non-
target stimuli �letters other than X� was a correct response;
any incorrect answer to the same nontarget was an omission
error and can be regarded as a missing response. Hits, i.e.,
the total number of correctly and incorrectly given answers,
were not considered in this work due to the poor specificity
of such an index.

II.E. Optodes localization

The optical probe was placed over the head in order to
cover the underlying prefrontal cortex and light sources were
centered �according to the international 10–20 system for the
EEG electrode placement� at the Fp1 and Fp2 for left and
right sides, respectively �Fig. 3�. The source-detector dis-
tance was 2 cm.

In CW NIRS measurement depth is strictly dependent on

FIG. 3. Position of probes over the frontal head. Two emitters were placed
according to Fp1 and Fp2 positions of 10 /20 standard EEG system �black
crosses�; eight receivers were placed around the two emitters at a constant
distance �dots with numbers from 1 to 8�.
the source-detector distance. Therefore, it is common to use
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a large source-detector distance �of the order of 3–4 cm� to
probe the brain cortex, on average, 1–3 cm below the scalp,
depending on the position over the head.34 Moreover, mea-
surement depth for CW NIRS depends also on both the ab-
sorption and the scattering coefficient of the sample. Con-
versely, in time-resolved NIRS measurement depth is
dependent on the time of flight of reemitted photons and on
the scattering properties of the sampled medium, but it is not
affected by the source-detector distance and by the absorp-
tion coefficient of the sample.24

The source-detector distance of 2 cm used in this study is
a value that already proved to be sensitive to hemodynamic
changes in the adult brain cortex.20 Indeed, we have recently
verified that time domain NIRS measurements at null or
small �i.e., 0.2 cm� source-detector distance can be used to
monitor hemodynamic changes in the adult brain cortex.35,36

No downward sliding of the fiber holders was observed at
the end of the measurements in any subject. Custom-made
fiber holders were designed to keep fibers normally to the
forehead by black rubber pads. Holders were kept in place on
the head of the subject by biadhesive tape and velcro bands.
The minimum distance between the light source located on
the left �right� forehead and the detectors placed over the
right �left� forehead was 5 cm in order to avoid cross-talk
between optical signals detected simultaneously in the two
areas.

II.F. Statistical analysis

To examine whether there were statistically significant
changes in fNIRS parameters, amplitude analysis on the
O2Hb and HHb was performed. All repeated measures ANO-
VAs had two within-group factors: Condition �baseline vs
task vs recovery� and region �upper left—Chn 1, Chn 2;
lower left—Chn 3, Chn 4; upper right—Chn 5, Chn 6; lower
right—Chn 7, Chn 8�. Post hoc analyses were performed
with pairwise ANOVAs. A P value of 0.05 was considered to
be statistically significant. The Greenhouse–Geisser proce-
dure was used to correct for sphericity violations, where nec-
essary.

All the statistical analyses were performed with NCSS sta-
tistical software �NCSS Statistical & Power Analysis Soft-
ware, http://www.ncss.com�.

III. RESULTS

III.A. Behavioral data

The not-X CPT performance data for the subjects were as
follows: Reaction time for frequent stimuli of 310.2 ms �SD:
38.6 ms�, reaction time for errors of 271.3 ms �SD: 30.9 ms�,
and number of errors of 12.2 �SD: 4.9�. Comparison with
literature evidenced that the subjects provided acceptable re-
sults even though they performed slightly worse than healthy
people usually do. Nevertheless, the reader should consider
the “nonstandard” setting in which the test was conducted:
Subjects had to perform the task in a completely dark room
in order to optimize the operating conditions of fNIRS de-

vice, and they had to wear laser fibers and a probe over their
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head in the meanwhile. These factors may have contributed
to worsen a little the behavioral results, with respect to what
is generally reported.

A statistically significant difference was found on reaction
time for frequent stimuli and errors �p
0.01�. Reaction
times for errors and frequent stimuli and the number of errors
were not statistically different along time �p�0.05�.

Reaction time for the frequent stimulus and the number of
errors showed a negative linear correlation by Pearson’s co-
efficient �r=−0.57, p
0.05�. No correlation between fNIRS
parameters �difference of activity between task and baseline�
and the behavioral data �reaction time for correct response
and commission errors, number of errors� was found.

III.B. Time-resolved fNIRS

The not-X CPT attentional test significantly altered the
presence of O2Hb and HHb in the prefrontal cortex of the
analyzed population. As an example, O2Hb �light line� and
HHb �dark line� time courses for a single subject �raw data�
during the entire experiment time are shown in Fig. 4. Active
task lasts from second 120 to second 720. The task caused an
increase in O2Hb associated with a decrease in HHb, thus
suggesting that the anterior attentional system activates. In-
terestingly, the fNIRS parameters modified by the task did
not seem to return to the initial baseline level during the
recovery phase, after the end of the stimulation.

On the other hand, the relatively large variability over the
sensors �put into evidence in Fig. 4 as well� should also be
taken into consideration. Indeed, the advantage that time-
resolved fNIRS technique allows some discrimination
among cerebral layers and, consequently, a better spatial res-
olution, is counterbalanced by the presence of a higher level
of noise due to the smaller number of photons captured. In
this light, combined use of time-resolved fNIRS and ad-
vanced statistical data analysis is encouraged, being quite
approximate a simple visual analysis of the data �often pre-
sented in studies with continuous wave NIRS�.

Repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main
effect of condition �p
0.05 for HHb and p
0.01 for
O2Hb�, while no reliable main effect of region �p
0.1� or
condition-by-region interaction �p
0.5� was found.

Pairwise post hoc comparisons were statistically signifi-
cant in the following tests: HHb, baseline vs task �p

0.001� and task vs recovery �p
0.05�, O2Hb, baseline
vs task �p
0.01�, and baseline vs recovery �p
0.01�. Av-
eraged values over subjects and channels are presented in
Fig. 5.

Grand averaged values of O2Hb and HHb are reported in
Fig. 6 in order to better enlighten the temporal dynamics of
the acquired parameters. They are plotted by channels over a
time window of 2 min. As already pointed out, both O2Hb
and HHb are affected by the task, exhibiting maximum of
variation approximately in the middle of the task period. Af-
ter that, HHb gradually returns to baseline value during the
remaining part of the stimulation and the following recovery.

O2Hb, conversely, shows a steeper decrease during the sec-
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ond part of the task, followed by a new increase at the end of
the stimulation. This trend is manifested in all channels even
though with different ranges of variation.

To investigate more deeply and with more statistical detail
the spatiotemporal evolution of the hemodynamic response

FIG. 4. Changes in O2Hb �light line� and HHb �dark line� for one subject a
second 720.

FIG. 5. HHb �left panel� and O2Hb �right panel� concentration changes durin

with respect to the initial 20 s of the baseline.
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following the not-X CPT task, fNIRS data were then ana-
lyzed by means of the GLM theory. The time course was
modeled as a series of consecutive boxcars in order not to
force the response into a staircase shape with a 2 min reso-

channels during the not-X CPT task. Active task lasts from second 120 to

eline, task, and recovery. Gray bars are mean values. Changes are estimated
nd all
g bas
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lution. An example of the procedure is presented in Fig. 7 for
one subject: The original time course, the estimated � values
of the system, and the error term are shown.

Statistical maps are generated from the values of the
F-statistic, in its turn obtained from the resolution of the
complete model at group level. As in fMRI analysis, the
results have an straightforward statistical significance. Figure
8 shows the grand average activation maps, obtained from
the values of the F-statistics. These F-maps refer to the pre-
frontal cortex, located under the probe. Different maps for
HHb �left side of the image� and O2Hb �right side of the
image� are presented.

HHb decreases with the task and reaches a minimum dur-
ing 3–4 min of the test. This level is not maintained but after
that it shows a slow increase for the remaining part of the
stimulation period. This trend persists during the recovery
time, without evident variations, regaining the initial values
only at the end of it. Spatial distribution remains quite uni-
form along the test. A higher activity on the superior-frontal
channels is observed compared to that recorded on the pre-
frontal area. O2Hb level increases, as expected, with the test;
it reaches a plateau and maintains this level from 3 to 6 min.
In the remaining part of the task period, it shows a strong
decrement, reaching almost the baseline level during the final
2 min of the test. As soon as the task ends, the O2Hb reveals
a new and rapid increase, reaching a maximum in the first
2 min of recovery. During the following 4 min of recovery, a
slow decrease in the concentration level is observed, reach-

FIG. 6. Averaged values over subjects and over time windows of 2 min for
the hemodynamic parameters. Cerebral activation is indicated by a HHb
decrease and an O2Hb increase. Values for all channels are presented. The
results for HHb are shown in �a� and those for O2Hb are shown in �b�.
ing a basal level only at the end of the recording.
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To verify how well the model approximates real data
points, R-squared measures were computed. The R-square
values, i.e., the proportion of the total variance explained by
the model, were calculated on O2Hb and HHb data, sepa-
rately for each channel. Results are displayed in Table I. As it
can be seen, the chosen modelization presents a quite fair
ability to predict the data.

The adequacy of the model was also checked out observ-
ing the residuals �̂. The error term is assumed to be a normal
random variable with zero mean and covariance �2V. We
assessed the normality of studentized residuals for each sub-
ject and each channel with Anderson–Darling test and then
we performed tests on the hypotheses of mean=0 �t-test� and
of variance=1 �chi-square test�. All the tests performed con-
firmed the studentized residuals to be drawn from an N�0,1�
distribution at a significant level of 0.05, thus confirming the
fitting of the model.

A key feature of time-resolved fNIRS measurements is
the possibility to assess absolute values of the hemodynamic
parameters, thanks to the discrimination between absorption
and scattering coefficients. Time-resolved fNIRS data ac-
quired in the baseline period �before the performance of the

FIG. 7. Example of application of the GLM model to a O2Hb time course
for one subject. The upper panel shows the original �O2Hb time course. In
the middle panel are presented the estimated � values for the regressors,
after resolution of the system. The lower panel presents the error term �.
Conners’ CPT test� were analyzed. Figure 9 shows absolute
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values ��M units� of cerebral O2Hb, HHb, and tHb, together
with SO2 percentage during baseline acquisition. No relevant
differences were found either between hemispheres or
among standard deviation values, which in all cases are kept
small. These evidences proved measurement repeatability
and convalidated data interpretation.

Movement artifacts might result in a sudden change in the
measured scattering coefficient and in the variation in the
detected light intensity, especially at early time, due to large
reflection from superficial layers or from the surface. During
data analysis we have inspected the data to check for any
sudden change in the scattering coefficient. No significant
occurrence was found. Moreover, as described in Sec. II, to
enhance the contribution from deep layers and to remove
possible disturbances caused by superficial layers, a correc-
tion method based on the use of late time windows �t
=1750–2500 ps� was also applied.22

FIG. 8. Cortical activation during not-X CPT task detected by time-resolved
fNIRS. The activation maps are expressed in terms of F-statistic, assessed
by a second level analysis of the GLM model. Left column shows the HHb
data and right column shows O2Hb data. Each map is relative to 2 min of
acquisition for a total of 10 maps �2 min baseline—1 map, 10 min task—5
maps, 8 min recovery—4 maps�.

TABLE I. The R-square values of O2Hb and HHb data in each channnel.

Chn 6 Chn 5 Chn 2 Chn1

O2Hb 0.79 0.68 0.69 0.70
HHb 0.86 0.77 0.74 0.75

Chn 7 Chn 8 Chn 3 Chn4

O2Hb 0.66 0.76 0.59 0.77
HHb 0.76 0.77 0.63 0.82
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IV. DISCUSSION

IV.A. Discussion of methods

fNIRS data analysis is often conducted reporting O2Hb
and HHb concentrations recorded during the experimental
conditions �e.g., test vs baseline� and comparing differences
in metabolic values.37–39 Recently, a GLM approach was pro-
posed to investigate spectroscopic data.40 The origin of this
idea is the similitude of the information carried by the fNIRS
and the fMRI on the cerebral metabolism,41,42 and in particu-
lar, the link between HHb and BOLD effects.43 GLMs are
used in fMRI to detect cerebral region with neuronal
activity.26–28 The use of this statistical method allows to
overcome the absolute value of the data and to obtain a result
with intrinsic statistical significance. Moreover, the group
level analysis consists in a simple extension of the model
used for single subject analysis. The first study proposing the
use of GLM with fNIRS data is in Schroeter et al.40 A
blocked design analysis, with baseline/task alternation, was
applied, together with a visual stimulation protocol. This
analysis is often used in fMRI44,45 but makes two hypoth-
eses: stability of the response during each block of stimula-
tion and same level of activation in the different activation
periods. These hypotheses are not a priori verified in an
experiment of prolonged stimulation aimed to characterize
the parameter values during time. Later, Plichta et al.46 ap-
plied GLM to a rapid event-related paradigm with visual
stimulations of different contrast levels, giving a cortical
mapping of activation in the visual area, for different experi-
mental conditions; this experiment could assess modifica-
tions in the hemodynamic response following changes in
stimulation, but not differences in perfusion due to more
complex phenomena such as habituation and recoupling of
the metabolic parameters. Very recently open source soft-

FIG. 9. Absolute values ��M units� of cerebral O2Hb, HHb, tHb, and SO2

percentage during baseline acquisition. Standard deviations are also shown.
The constancy of values and standard deviations across hemispheres confirm
the validity of measurements.
wares have been proposed to analyze fNIRS data by a GLM
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approach.47–49 In our work we apply GLM to fNIRS data for
the study of sustained activation. The flexibility of this sta-
tistical tool may be fully exploited in designing an analysis
scheme able to follow parameter changes over time. A series
of boxcar functions, each modeling a single activation pe-
riod, has enough statistical power to partition a long lasting
task in a bunch of consecutive segments. This modeling al-
lows observing cerebral activation dynamics during cogni-
tive activity of long duration.

IV.B. Discussion of results

In the present study, a modified version of the not-X CPT
task was used. Not-X CPT test is commonly used in clinics
for the assessment of response inhibition and sustained atten-
tion and was modified herein at the purpose of optimizing
the hemodynamic stress in the brain. Sustained attention has
been hypothesized to involve several prefrontal regions, es-
pecially the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex;50–56 moreover,
NIRS literature reports a decrease in HHb and an increase in
O2Hb during the performance of several cognitive tests.57,58

Fallgatter and Strik33 found a prevalent right-hemisphere
frontal activation using a CPT test and a two-channel fNIRS
acquisition. With multichannel fNIRS, Herrmann et al.59

documented cortical activation distributed over many chan-
nels for a “Go/No-Go” task, with no hemispheric differences,
but the absence of lateralization is justified by missing sta-
tistical power due to small sample size. Our results indicated
a prevailing right activity by O2Hb response, while HHb
showed a less localized activity, distributed over the frontal
lobe and with a slight prevalence on the left side. Casey et
al.60 and Adler et al.61 reported distributed dorsolateral and
orbitofrontal fMRI activation for response inhibition and a
simple attention task, respectively. As concentration of HHb
was demonstrated to partially determine the fMRI BOLD
signal,8,62–65 our finding of a diffuse, fairly symmetrical HHb
during a challenging cognitive task seems to be in agreement
with the abovementioned fMRI studies.

Temporal trend of hemodynamic values during sustained
activation was reported in many works. Bandettini et al.12

investigated flow and oxygenation level on prolonged stimu-
lation by means of fMRI: A large number of experiments
were performed, involving visual and motor stimulation and
different MRI techniques. Almost all stimuli originated a
rapid initial increase, followed by a steady-state elevated
level for both flow and oxygenation. In a small number of
subjects a decrease in those same parameters was observed
after about 7–10 min of continuous stimulation and was re-
lated to neuronal habituation.

Different from what was reported in Bandettini et al.,12 in
our study fNIRS parameters did not show a fast level change.
We observed a slow increase in activation during the first
minutes of task, which reaches a maximum in about
4–5 min; after that, its value underwent a decrease until the
end of the test. These results are in accordance with Matsuda
and Hiraki15 and seem to provide further evidence that cere-
bral activity does not maintain the same level of activation

for the overall period during complex sustained tasks.
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Hathout et al.66 and Frahm et al.67 attested that the uncou-
pling between CBF and cerebral metabolic rate for oxygen
�CMRO2� is a phenomenon lasting about 2 /4 min; after that
time, a new equilibrium between flow and oxidative metabo-
lism is reached, and the coupling is restored. Therefore, the
apparent reduction in activation after 4 min could be par-
tially explained by a restored balance between hemodynamic
response and metabolic demand.

In a PET study of continued activation on a visual task,
Mintun et al.68 attested a regional CBF rising after 1 min of
stimulation and presenting the tendency to last over time;
conversely, the CMRO2 increase is small at the initial phases
of the test and tripled toward the end �25 min�. Hypothesiz-
ing a constant level of energy utilization, these authors in-
ferred that the greatest part of the initial energy request re-
poses in the glycolysis. Further investigations will clarify
this interpretation.

It is widely accepted in literature that the mechanisms of
attention are characterized by more complex dynamics, if
compared to pure sensory stimulation.69,70 Accordingly, our
findings show that the rise time of activation is remarkable
and is probably determined by a progressive involvement
and focusing of the subject; moreover, this trend adds up to
the instantaneous sensory contribution, clearly visible at the
very beginning of the stimulation. After that, the situation of
maximal activation is likely exceeding the need of the task
and a decrease is detected, probably associated with the
abovementioned recoupling between CBF and CMRO2. This
tendency to the recoupling of hemodynamic parameters after
prolonged stimulation is also attested in Hedera et al.71

Moreover, one of the phenomena most frequently encoun-
tered in the study of sustained attention is habituation:
Against a gradual decrease in the neurohemodynamic activa-
tion, behavioral performance of the examinee remains
stable.72,73 In other words, the brain progressively automates
the carrying out of the task and gradually reduces the ener-
getic request, without negatively affecting the performance.

Our results show accordance with this interpretation: Per-
formance is not affected by repetitiveness and automatism of
the stimulus/response pattern, while metabolic parameters in-
dicate a reduction in energy consumption. After task cessa-
tion, a strong overshoot related to the O2Hb level was found
in our data, starting abruptly and peaking after 2–3 min; a
final return to baseline was then observed. HHb values mar-
ginally showed analogous behavior.

Literature results mainly regard the characteristics of
single post-task periods of visual stimulation or motor task
and document rapid return to baseline or small post-task
undershoot.13 Conversely, in cognitive experiments, task pe-
riods are intermixed with rest periods; hence, compromising
the possibility to observe effect of continuous activation on
the post-task.74 Furthermore, the post-task is generally re-
corded for a very time-limited interval, thus precluding the
possibility to detect, if present, dynamics with slower insur-
gence. Leon-Carrion et al.75 affirmed that highly activating
stimulation can cause effects lasting long after stimuli cessa-

tion and, during the post-task can produce changes in meta-
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bolic indices even larger than those risen during the task
period. As far as we know, our finding is the first one attest-
ing a task-related cerebral hemodynamic change after the
stimuli cessation. Based on the present results, we cannot
resolve whether the O2Hb increase noticed in the post-task
can be interpreted as an uncoupling between metabolic rate
and flow changes, as a residual cortical activation, or rather
as a new activation introduced by some sort of “alert” reac-
tion due to the sudden ending of the task. In the first hypoth-
esis, we associate the O2Hb decrease �observed in the last
part of the active task� with a decrease in blood flow but not
in metabolic rate �hemodynamic recoupling�. In this perspec-
tive, interruption of stimulation should have effect mainly on
the metabolic rate and not on the already diminished flow
rate. This could origin an exceeding amount of O2Hb de-
tected by the fNIRS as post-task activation. This overshoot
could then be seen as a second uncoupling of the hemody-
namic parameters, the first is caused by an increased CBF
with smaller increase in CMRO2, the second is due to a
decrease in CMRO2. Both mechanisms lead to an augmented
O2Hb signal. A successive recoupling of blood flow and oxy-
gen consumption perhaps brings about the final recovery to
the basal level. This issue should anyway be addressed in
further studies in order to better characterize the metabolic
implications.

Since the cognitive stimulation lasted long time, a sys-
temic increase in blood flow cannot be excluded. Further
work is needed in order to investigate the effects of cognitive
effort on systemic regulation in the brain. At this purpose, a
comparison between hemodynamic changes measured using
NIRS on the forehead and blood flow changes in carotid
arteries measured by doppler sonography could be especially
suitable and clarifying.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A characterization of cerebral functional response and its
hemodynamic and metabolic correlates in the context of cog-
nitive tasks is far to be fully understood. In this study, the
duration and type of stimuli have been proven to greatly
influence the hemodynamic and metabolic response. Pro-
longed stimulation of frontal areas deputed to attention and
response inhibition have showed a long rise time �3 /4 min�
and no plateau, followed by a decrease in metabolic param-
eters toward a new steady state �recoupling� without signifi-
cant performance drop. The end of the task highlighted either
a task termination arousal or a hemodynamic/metabolic un-
coupling, characterized by a second overshoot of O2Hb pos-
sibly indicating either an hemodynamic response at attention
release or a persistence of CBF at a higher level than base-
line and a concomitant decrease in CMRO2 consequent to
the task end. The present finding demonstrates the capability
of time-resolved fNIRS to monitor nontrivial functional dy-
namics during sustained attention tasks and their recovery.
These results in healthy volunteers foster further investiga-
tions in clinical populations presenting attention impairment
�e.g., post-traumatic patients� in order to monitor the func-

tional correlates with routine attention tasks.
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